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In Chapter 1 we described the burgeoning use of the term ‘sustainability assessment’, and the many different applications of sustainability assessment that can now be found in the literature, some of which are forms of ex ante impact assessment and some which take an ex post evaluation approach. There is also variety in terminology used to refer to the sustainability assessment that is a form of impact assessment, including sustainability appraisal (particularly in England), integrated assessment, integrated sustainability assessment, and sustainability impact assessment. The point has not yet been reached at which there is universal consensus as to what any of these terms mean, much less a commonly understood process for conducting them. International practice varies considerably depending upon the legal and governance structures in place, the broader policy context and the form of decision-making to which the assessment is applied. This variety is evident in the recently published book Sustainability appraisal: a sourcebook and reference guide to international experience ().

Given the variety of practice and lack of a standardised approach, the first challenge faced in any discussion of sustainability assessment is to articulate how it can be meaningfully distinguished from other forms of impact assessment and other environmental governance processes. It has been recently pointed out that ‘the common cause shared by all environmental assessment and management tools [is] that of sustainability, even though many did not start out with that as the underlying purpose’ (). In this spirit there have been numerous debates, for example at the annual conferences of the International Association for Impact Assessment, about how sustainability assessment might be the same or distinct from other forms of impact assessment, particularly environmental impact assessment (EIA) and strategic environmental assessment (SEA), beyond the fact that according to the definition above, sustainability assessment can be applied to both strategic decisions (akin to SEA) and project-level decisions (akin to EIA) (). It has previously been argued that, ‘The ultimately defining characteristic of sustainability assessment, when compared with EIA, SEA and other forms of assessment, is that it is underpinned by the concept of sustainability’ (). Therefore, if these other impact assessment tools do place sustainability as a central tenet of practice then we consider that they are indeed examples of sustainability assessment. The defining feature is that some attempt is made within the assessment process to engage with the concept of sustainability. Several chapters of this book specifically explore the integration of sustainability concepts into existing forms of impact assessment, including Chapter 5 by Gunn and Noble on regional environmental assessment in Canada and Chapter 6 by Adelle and Weiland on policy assessment.

Of course the reality is that sustainability as a concept is ambiguous , ambivalent and ‘essentially contested’ (; ). This means that different processes in different jurisdictions conducted by different organizations are likely to reflect quite different conceptualizations of sustainability, and in fact this plurality is a defining characteristic of sustainability assessment practice (). While this can be perceived as a challenge, it has also been argued that in this ambiguity lies political value and strength  ADDIN EN.CITE (; ; ; ; ) and even magic (), a point upon which we will elaborate in the next section. 

A further challenge for scholars and practitioners seeking to understand and develop sustainability assessment is how to make sense of the range of applications, processes and practices that now proliferate. There have been several attempts to categorise sustainability assessment practice over the past ten years, some focusing specifically on the tools applied (; ), others focusing on the broader process employed and the aims and scope of the assessment  ADDIN EN.CITE (; ; ) and other seeking to reflect all of these dimensions (). 

The primary purpose of this chapter is to propose an appropriate conceptual framework to reflect the current state of sustainability assessment theory and practice. To develop this framework, we review the existing frameworks identified above, amongst others, in the light of the contributions to this book which present research-based conceptual advances in the theory and practice of sustainability assessment. Through this process we both introduce each chapter and locate it within a conceptual framework that we hope will prove useful to the next generation of researchers and practitioners monitoring the evolution of sustainability assessment theory and practice. 


2. Reviewing existing conceptual models

In 2004, when sustainability assessment was in its infancy, a literature-based conceptual framework was proposed through which the emerging theory and practice of sustainability assessment could be understood (). Three models comprised the framework:
	Baseline-driven integrated assessment, which aimed to minimise negative impacts across the three pillars of sustainability;
	Objective-led integrated assessment, which aimed to maximise positive outcomes across the three pillars;
	Assessment for sustainability, which aimed to assess whether or not a proposed activity was sustainable.

This framework reflected the fact that at the time most practice in what could be called sustainability assessment was based upon the extension of EIA and SEA to ensure that social and economic issues were covered to an equivalent extent as biophysical environmental issues, to give a balanced scorecard against the three pillars. The difference between the first two models is whether the basis for the assessment is the existing baseline or a series of aspirational objectives and targets. The baseline-driven approach is reflected in the EU SEA Directive while the objectives-led approach is exemplified by the English sustainability appraisal system (). The third model was an early attempt to recognise that typical practice reflecting the first two models are reductionist, in that they develop an understanding of sustainability based on social, economic and environmental indicators, which do not necessarily reflect conditions of sustainability (). The ‘assessment for sustainability’ model therefore proposed an approach founded on holistic sustainability principles and which sought, based upon a context-specific interpretation of these principles, to determine whether or not a proposal was in fact ‘sustainable’. Each of the three models reflects a different understanding of what sustainability means, and implicit within these understandings are different normative orientations about what sustainability assessment should seek to achieve. Reflecting on this conceptual framework in light of how practice has evolved in the intervening decade highlights some limitations that have prompted this effort to reconceptualize sustainability assessment. 

Perhaps the most problematic element of the conceptual model is  the ‘assessment for sustainability’ model. This requires an explicit articulation of what is and what is not sustainable measured against a societal vision, which is clearly impractical if not impossible given plurality of views of what constitutes sustainability. Some authors have argued that such pre-emptive clarity is not even desirable, and that as a uniting discourse with which it is hard to disagree at a conceptual level  ADDIN EN.CITE (; ; ; ), the concept of sustainability has the potential to not only keep everyone 'at the table', but to provide the catalyst for reflexivity and a deliberative space, or ‘axis around which discussion can occur’. Owens and Cowell (2002, p8), writing about sustainability in the English planning system, go on to say:
Planning is not so much a mechanism for implementing sustainable development as an important forum in which different interpretations come to be contested and defined. There is no prior conception of sustainability (as opposed to the broader, consensual concept) independent of this process. 

The assessment for sustainability approach could also be criticised for reflecting an instrumental rationality which ignores the power relationships inherent in any policy process including impact assessment (; ). 
Acknowledging the limitations of the assessment for sustainability model, we recently replaced it in the conceptual framework with the ‘contribution to sustainability’ model that has emerged in Canadian practice (; ), where sustainability is a holistic concept and not merely defined by a series of environmental, social and economic indicators. We consider the contribution to sustainability approach as being more representative of an ideal for sustainability assessment (). Others have suggested alternative reformulations of the framework proposed by ); for example ) introduce ‘integrated sustainability assessment’ as the third model which, following ), they define as a ‘cyclical, participatory process of scoping, envisioning, experimenting, and learning through which a shared interpretation of sustainability for a specific context is developed and applied in an integrated manner in order to explore solutions to persistent problems of unsustainable development’.

With respect to the first two models in the framework of ), we find little evidence of objective-led integrated assessment in current global practice, beyond the English sustainability appraisal process which now has a decade of practice behind it (Chapter 12 of this book by Hayes and Fischer describes the English system and reflects upon the process of establishing sustainability objectives within the English practice of sustainability appraisal). While we believe there is considerable practice reflecting the baseline driven integrated assessment model, and in fact would argue that much current sustainability assessment practice reflects this model, more recent literature has suggested this is an oversimplistic conceptualisation of the assessment process, as we will detail below through a review of alternative conceptualisations which have emerged over the last decade. 

Taking a different approach from ), ) developed a framework for determining the extent to which impact assessment processes were directed towards sustainable development by focusing on the scope of the assessment. Their framework consisted of analysis against three criteria:
	comprehensiveness – meaning the extent to which sustainable development themes are covered.
	integratedness – meaning the extent to which the ‘assessment techniques that are used and/or the themes that are covered are aligned/connected/compared/combined’ ().
	strategicness – meaning the extent to which the focus of the assessment is broad and forward looking.

According to these measures, a traditional EIA process would come out as being biophysical-focused, rather than comprehensive; separate rather than combined; and project-specific rather than strategic. While Hacking and Guthrie (2008) would argue that biophysical-oriented, project-level EIA is still on the spectrum of sustainability assessment, this framing allowed an ideal form of sustainability assessment to be visualised which would be positioned where it would be comprehensive, spanning all pillars of sustainability, fully connected in terms of the techniques used and themes covered, and very forward looking. Whilst a useful framework for classifying forms of assessment and detailing where sustainability assessment differs from other forms of assessment, and for enabling bodies of practice to be categorised according to scope, it is descriptive rather than normative and as such does not include consideration of the aims of a sustainability assessment, i.e. what might be expected of such a process if it is to deliver a more sustainable future.

More recently, ) offered a simple framework for categorising sustainability assessment based upon the sustainability-related discourse underpinning the process, where discourse is defined as ‘a specific ensemble of ideas, concepts, and categorisations that are produced, reproduced, and transformed in a particular set of practices and through which meaning is given to physical and social realities’ (). This framework recognises that impact assessment is inherently normative (; ); that there are numerous and continually evolving discourses of sustainability; and that the normative aims of the assessment process are inextricably linked to the discourse within which the process is constructed (). 

It is also true that discourses often become embedded within institutions () and thus shape fields of practice; as Dryzek () says, ‘discourses can constitute institutional software while formal rules constitute institutional hardware’. Thus it is possible for a particular discourse to prevail within sustainability assessment in a particular context and shape practice accordingly, regardless of the legal frameworks or ‘rules’ that apply. Categorising sustainability assessment according to underpinning discourse is therefore a useful contribution to categorising the spectrum of sustainability assessment practice. ) identify three sustainability discourses that form the basis of their model, according to which sustainability is conceived as either:
	The pragmatic integration of development and environmental goals;
	The idea of limitations on human activities; or
	A process of directed change/transition.

The normative dimension is also reflected in the model of ), which suggests that sustainability assessment comprises three dimensions: normative, systemic and procedural. The normative dimension here reflects the underlying concept guiding the process, or the implicit goal of the sustainability assessment; the systemic dimension refers to the way in which sustainability is represented for the purpose of the assessment process; while the procedural dimension refers to how the assessment process is undertaken, in terms of processes and tools applied. Although not posed as a framework for categorising sustainability assessment approaches but rather one to guide practice, this framework offers a useful perspective in separation of the normative and systemic dimensions. In the words of ) in their application of the framework to sustainability assessment practices in the agricultural sector, ‘we explicitly separate the question of whether a system is properly described by means of the set of indicators used (systemic) from the question of how to assess whether the studied system is sustainable (normative)’. This distinction highlights that the first two models in the conceptual framework of ) (i.e. baseline-driven integrated assessment and objectives-led integrated assessment) conflate the normative and systemic dimensions of sustainability.

Wiek and Binder’s normative dimension, or ‘implicit goal’, is analogous to Hugé, Waas et al.’s sustainability discourses since, as ) argue, the implicit goal or purpose of an assessment process is ‘shrouded in considerations that move beyond the immediate assessment procedure. These considerations are based on certain framings of sustainable development - environmental and sustainability discourses - that actors in a problem area may privilege’. Similarly, ) argues that, ‘An analysis of the dominant discourses that underlie a particular decision or policy can articulate its rationale’. Thus it is clear that discourse is a critical determinant of sustainability assessment practice and, therefore, we include the ‘underpinning sustainability discourse’ as the first dimension in our proposed new conceptual framework for sustainability assessment.

The distinct articulation of the systemic dimension of Wiek and Binder’s framework, referring to the way sustainability is represented within an assessment, reflects that while in some cases a representation of sustainability may emerge directly from the underpinning discourse, a particular representation (for example the common three pillars of environmental, social and economic concerns) could in fact be applied within processes with quite different underpinning discourses, and conversely different representations could be envisaged within the same discourse. In light of Wiek and Binder’s work, the three models in the conceptual framework of ) can be seen to embed a combination of different normative discourses and different systemic representations of sustainability. Hayes and Fischer also make the point about the inter-relatedness of these two dimensions in their discussion of how sustainability is represented by objectives within the English sustainability appraisal system (see Chapter 12). We find Wiek and Binder’s framework to be useful in untangling these dimensions and hence we include the ‘representation of sustainability within the assessment process’ as the second dimension in our proposed new conceptual framework for sustainability assessment.

The third (procedural) dimension of Wiek and Binder’s framework refers to the processes and tools employed within the assessment. Processes and tools are essentially different, in that processes are the broad steps taken to undertake an assessment, while tools are the analytical (or discursive) techniques employed within the process. A sustainability assessment process may use many different tools at different stages of the process, for example risk assessment for the purpose of identifying potentially significant impacts in the scoping stage; system dynamics to develop a model of a socio-ecological system as the baseline of an assessment; multi-criteria decision analysis to assess alternatives, to name just a few. For this reason, although the procedural dimension is clearly critical to sustainability assessment practice, we don’t find it useful to include tools in a conceptual framework for categorizing sustainability assessment. It is also true that certain tools may be particularly suited to certain forms of sustainability assessment, depending upon the discourse and representation of sustainability, and hence we will highlight the relationships between certain tools and the other dimensions of the framework in the discussion that follows.  However we do not include the procedural dimension in its own right as a dimension of our proposed new conceptual framework for sustainability assessment.

In place of Wiek and Binder’s procedural dimension, we propose an alternative third dimension to our proposed new conceptual framework for sustainability assessment: that of ‘decision-making context’ (). We have previously identified that many aspects of sustainability practice are dictated by factors such as the level of decision-making to which sustainability assessment is applied, i.e. whether policy, plan, programme, project or other (); the decision question that is being asked (; ); and the party responsible for the assessment (for example government in external, regulatory sustainability assessment, or proponents in internal forms of sustainability assessment) (). Hence, based upon this review of conceptual frameworks for categorising sustainability assessment, we simultaneously draw from ), ), ) and ) to propose a reconceptualised framework with three inter-related dimensions:
	Underpinning sustainability discourse;
	Representation of sustainability within the assessment process;
	Decision-making context.

The chapters in this book all speak to one or more of the dimensions of this framework to some extent. In the following sections we explore each of these dimensions in turn, drawing upon the chapters of this book as well as other literature to distinguish categories within each dimension to flesh out this framework, at the same time developing a map of the book itself. 


3. Underpinning sustainability discourses

The term discourse is frequently associated with Michel Foucault, the French philosopher, who explained the term as being the ways of thinking, talking and writing about the world, and much of whose work explored the relationship between discourse and power. In the specific context of public policy, Maarten Hajer offered the definition presented in the previous section, while others have described how such discourses represent ‘the social norms and conventions that constrain and enable what can be acceptably said’ (). More simply, discourse can be seen as the ‘tracks’ along which policy proceeds (). The notion of policy discourses and storylines makes a significant contribution to post-empiricist policy theory by providing a means by which the hidden forces operating within a policy context and indeed a society can be articulated and explored. Their use has been demonstrated to great effect in relation to acid rain (); ozone depletion (); climate change (); spatial planning () and forestry (). More recently, as previously described, the value of discourse analysis as a way of understanding impact assessment has begun to be realised  ADDIN EN.CITE (; ; ; ).

The concept of discourses brings together several bodies of work to link concepts like ideology, discourse, frame, narrative and storyline (), terms which are often used interchangeably (). Dryzek () describes the nature of discourses thus:
A discourse is a shared way of apprehending the world. Embedded in language, it enables those who subscribe to it to interpret bits of information and put them together into coherent stories or accounts. Each discourse rests on assumptions, judgements and contentions that provide the basic terms for analysis, debates, agreements and disagreements….The way a discourse views the world is not always easily comprehended by those who subscribe to other discourses.

This description makes it clear that discourses can operate at different levels of policy-making and in society as a whole, for example within a particular institution where discourses can easily become embedded (), or within a broader social system, or at the global level, corresponding to the layered or nested elements of context  ADDIN EN.CITE (; ; ). They thus offer a useful lens through which to explore the pluralism that is inherent within any sustainability assessment process, as well as to reflect upon how sustainability assessment fits within the prevailing policy discourses in a given context as a way of facilitating understanding. Before reflecting upon sustainability discourses in the context of sustainability assessment, we commence by reviewing the spectrum of sustainability discourses more generally.

3.1 The spectrum of sustainability discourses
Several authors have distinguished between a number of discourses that have their origins in the environmental movements of the 1960s, which emerged in reaction to the modern, industrial society  ADDIN EN.CITE (; ; ). John Dryzek, in his seminal 1997 book The Politics of the Earth: Environmental Discourses, identifies several categories of environmental governance discourse, which in the most recent third edition of the book are articulated as follows ():
	Global limits and their denial:
o	Looming tragedy: limits, boundaries, survival
o	Growth unlimited: the Promethean response
	Solving environmental problems:
o	Leave it to the experts: administrative rationalism
o	Leave it to the people: democratic pragmatism
o	Leave it to the market: economic rationalism
	The quest for sustainability:
o	Greener growth: sustainable development
o	Industrial society and beyond: ecological modernization
	Green radicalism (green consciousness and green politics):
o	Changing people: green consciousness
o	New society: green politics

In Dryzek’s categorisation, sustainable development and ecological modernization are two sub-discourses under the broader banner he calls sustainability, while other discourses that are also generally considered forms of sustainability appear under the banner of ‘global limits and their denial’ and ‘solving environmental problems’. Other authors, however, treat all of Dryzek’s discourses as variations of sustainability, since they all reflect ways in which humans relate to the earth and to varying degrees each other (). We will explore Dryzek’s discourses in this context, following ) by focusing on sustainability discourses that are concerned with both environmental and socio-economic issues, including human development and wellbeing.

Dryzek’s sustainable development refers to Brundtland’s World Commission on Environment and Development definition where sustainable development is development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs (). In Dryzek’s view, this definition equates to ‘having it all’, including ‘ecological protection, economic growth, social justice, and intergenerational equity, not just locally and immediately, but globally and in perpetuity’(). Although the defining feature of this discourse is that it acknowledges the link between environmental protection and economic development, there has always been ambiguity about the nature of this link and what it means in practice (). Although Dryzek (2013) suggests that a feature of the sustainable development discourse is that it can be applied at any scale of decision-making, it has also been pointed out that it is more defensible at the global scale than in the context of policy decision-making at a smaller scale ().

Brundtland’s sustainable development has a strong resonance with developing countries where there is an imperative to address poverty while preventing environmental degradation. In contrast, ecological modernization is particularly relevant in industrialised countries since it refers to a ‘restructuring of the capitalist political economy along more environmentally sound lines’ (). At the core of the ecological modernisation discourse in all its variations is the belief that economic growth can be decoupled from environmental degradation  ADDIN EN.CITE (; ; ; ). Unlike Brundtland’s sustainable development, however, the ecological modernisation discourse explains the nature of this link and prescribes how it might be made: if environmental concerns can be built into established processes, then unwanted environmental side effects can be designed out at their source (). The message of ecological modernisation is that even though the processes of modernisation can be considered to have caused many of the world’s environmental problems in the first place, further (enlightened) modernisation provides the answers. The key to this strategy is eco-efficiency, defined as achieving more with fewer resources, which has led to the proliferation of concepts and business strategies such as environmental management, cleaner production, waste minimisation, eco-efficiency, ecological consumption, life-cycle analysis and industrial ecology. These aim to internalise environmental externalities and to realise economic opportunities arising from the increasing demand for ‘green’ products and services  ADDIN EN.CITE (; ; ; ). Ecological modernisation is thus often described as a deliberate policy strategy by governments to shift from a previous ‘end of pipe’ to preventative approaches to environmental protection  ADDIN EN.CITE (; ; ; ), of which environmental impact assessment (EIA) and environmental management systems (EMS) are often cited as examples. Although the social dimension is missing from the ecological modernization discourse, the same thinking can be applied to it.

Two of Dryzek’s discourses are defined by the concept of limits to growth. ‘Limits, boundaries and survival’ is based upon pessimistic predictions of the fate of humankind, those by Thomas Malthus being one example, while the Promethean response is inherently optimistic. Named after Prometheus in Greek mythology, who stole fire from the gods and passed it on to mankind increasing their capacity to modify the natural world, the discourse acknowledges the potential for negative impacts associated with the continuing exploitation of natural resources, but takes the view that human ingenuity will find solutions for problems as they arise (). ) put the case most strongly stating that by substituting other factors for natural resources, in what has come to be known as a weak sustainability approach (discussed further below), the world can, in effect, get along without natural resources, so exhaustion is just an event, not a catastrophe. ) highlights Bjørn Lomborg as a Promethean based on the views expressed in The Sceptical Environmentalist (). Under this scenario there are no limits to growth and perpetual economic growth is not only conceivable but is the overarching policy goal, one argument being that  only when we have lifted everyone out of poverty can we concentrate on protecting the environment. 

The ‘limits, boundaries and survival’ discourse harks back to the Limits to Growth study originally conducted in 1972 () and subsequently reviewed and updated several times (; ). This discourse reflects a strong sustainability framing (see below for an explanation of this term) in that natural capital must be preserved so as not to exceed the limits and has been represented as the three concentric circles (representing each of the economy, society and the environment), or ‘nested egg’ model, with the economy located within society within the environment. This discourse has recently been revived through the concept of planetary boundaries (), whereby a ‘safe and just operating space for humanity’ is defined by specifying upper limits of environmental degradation and minimum acceptable social limits (developed by Oxfam), with the implication that operating within the ‘Oxfam doughnut’ represented by these limits is sustainable (). Although very similar, ) points out that boundaries and limits are not exactly analogous; the boundaries do not include natural resources but do include ecosystems, which are not considered in the Limits to Growth studies except as sources of resources, and there is no warning of overshoot and collapse in the discussion of the boundaries, merely an assertion that the boundaries represent safe limits for humanity. The concept of carrying capacity is central to this discourse, as are metaphors such as ‘spaceship earth’, the tragedy of the commons () (if indeed the commons are finite) and the lily pond (referring to the exponential growth riddle that asks that if the lily pads on a lily pond double every day and the pond is completely covered on the 30th day, on which day will the pond be half covered, the answer of course being the 29th day) (). The ecological footprint () is also representative of this discourse.

Dryzek’s three ‘problem solving’ discourses are less concerned with whether or not limits or boundaries exist, focusing mainly on the process by which environmental problems are dealt with (by experts in the bureaucracy, the people, or the markets respectively). The second of these, labelled democratic pragmatism, is particularly relevant to sustainability; it resonates to some extent with the concept of sustainability science with its focus on solving wicked problems through trandisciplinarity (; ) (sustainability science and its implications for sustainability assessment is the subject of Chapter 14 by Audouin and colleagues). Democratic pragmatism involves opening up decision-making processes beyond the experts to include a broader range of institutions and individuals to engage in interactive problem-solving whereby ‘[P]roblems are solved piecemeal, usually through compromises among the different actors concerned with an issue’ (). Broad consultation is a central tenet of democratic pragmatism, and the subject of Chapter 15 by Sinclair, Diduck and Vespa. This can involve the application of deliberative techniques that offer a vehicle through which tensions between competing sustainability objectives (and indeed competing sustainability discourses) can be aired and potentially resolved, at least in the context of an agreed solution to a given problem. Sustainability is implicitly understood within this discourse to be a negotiated outcome to a given problem, although the broader, transformative potential of deliberation has also been recognised by ). It is argued that deliberation can lead to learning and change beyond the immediate decision context towards what he calls ‘ecological democracy’, since ‘the kinds of values that can survive authentic democratic deliberation are those that are oriented to the community as a whole’ including ‘those not physically present’ such as ‘future generations and nonhuman nature’ (). Democratic pragmatism is the discourse underpinning Chapter 16 by Hartz-Karp, Pope and Petrova, which explores the potential contribution to sustainability assessment of deliberative democracy and collaborative governance. 

All of these discourses, and to a lesser extent Dryzek’s other discourses, can be considered competing sustainability discourses. The variety of worldviews and values represented underpins the battle that continues to be waged over what sustainability means. Rather than leading to any kind of consensus, this battle has resulted in a ‘widening of the discourse on the concept of sustainable development, resulting in a wide variety of definitions and interpretations’ (), which in turn are ‘subject to constant change’ (). 

One very significant example of reinterpretation of the sustainable development discourse, in this case by corporations and governments, is described by Owens and Cowell ():
A review of post-Brundtland developments suggests that environment-led interpretations, initially acceptable if only on ‘past deficit’ grounds, came to be seen as a threat to core aspects of political economy. The response from corporate interests and governments was not to reject sustainable development – the Trojan horse was already through the gate – but to capture and mould the idea in a variety of ways to produce their own conceptions in which growth and competitiveness remained at the core. Thus the shift towards ‘Panglossian’ interpretations in official policy discourse in the UK can be seen as one in which dominant political ideologies reasserted themselves. 

They take this terminology from Voltaire’s Candide and Dr Pangloss who says ‘all is for the best in the best of all possible worlds’. In this light, the acknowledgement of the relationship between social inequity and environmental degradation inherent within the sustainable development discourse, combined with the assumption that economic growth is the panacea for poverty (; ), has evolved into an assumption about the mutual reinforceability of environmental protection and economic growth not just globally but at the level of individual business strategies and public policy decisions from the level of the nation-state down  ADDIN EN.CITE (; ; ; ). 

Given this broad and continually evolving spectrum of sustainability discourse, many authors have sought to categorise the variety of sustainable development discourses  ADDIN EN.CITE (e.g. ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ). One of the more definitive categorisations is that between weak and strong sustainability, terminology that was originally coined by ). This is based upon the notion of different forms of capital, for example, natural, human, social, built and financial as articulated by the Forum for the Future in its Five Capitals Framework, and the extent to which these are substitutable. Weak sustainability holds that substitution, for example of natural capital in the form of natural resources, to other forms of capital such as built or financial  is acceptable as long as the total stocks of capital remain constant or grow, while strong sustainability does not allow substitution of one form of capital for another.  Chapter 3 of this book by Hanley explores sustainability from an economics perspective and elaborates upon these models and what they mean in economic terms, while Chapter 4 by Lamorgese and Geneletti considers weak and strong sustainability through the lens of equity. However, the strong/weak categorisation of sustainability has been criticised as an over-simplistic dichotomy that reflects economic concepts and language at the expense of other disciplines and perspectives and thus does not reflect the full range of understandings of sustainability (). 

Other categorisations of sustainability discourse, and approaches to the categorisation process vary widely. For example, Robinson distinguishes between responses to the ecological crisis that call for a technical fix and those that call for fundamental value change (). ) undertakes conceptual analysis to identify seven sustainable development ‘concepts’ that he argues comprise the discursive landscape: ethical paradox, natural capital stock, equity, eco-form, integrative management, utopianism and political global agenda. ) finds three groupings or ‘versions’ of the sustainability discourse labelled for the dominant owners of the discourse as institutional, ideological or academic, each of which has several sub-categories. ) find an alternative three categories of discourse: ecological economics, political ecology and ‘development as freedom’. ) map a broad range of approaches against axes representing increasing environmental concerns and increasing socio-economic justice concerns, and then categorise these as reflecting either the status quo, reform or transformation agendas. Davidson (2014) takes a political economy perspective on sustainability and proposes a typology based upon underpinning ideologies: neoliberalism, liberalism, social democratic (macro), social democratic (micro), radical (macro) and radical (micro), assessing each of these in terms of the recognition of limits to growth, the role of technology, the substitutability of capital and recognition of power relationships.

Thus it is clear that many sustainability discourses have been identified, and the continuing proliferation of categorisations makes it clear there is no consensus. It is against this context that sustainability discourses in sustainability assessment needs to be understood. 

3.2 Sustainability discourses in sustainability assessment
A number of categorisations of sustainability discourses, including those mentioned above, were reviewed by ), leading them to propose three as being particularly relevant to and reflective of sustainability assessment practice: 
	The pragmatic integration of development and environmental goals;
	The idea of limitations on human activities; or
	A process of directed change/transition.

In selecting these three discourses they sought to move away from the dichotomy of weak and strong sustainability (represented by the first two discourses respectively) to also include the third discourse of sustainability as a process of directed change or transition. We agree that these are a good representation of sustainability discourses as they are currently embedded within sustainability assessment. We discuss each in turn below. 

The first discourse, the pragmatic integration of development and environmental goals, reflects aspects of both the Panglossian sustainability discourse of ), whereby development and environmental goals are considered alongside each other with the goal of delivering positive outcomes in both, and Dryzek’s democratic pragmatism approach to problem solving with its emphasis on negotiating a balance. With a local rather than a global focus, there is no engagement with limits or boundaries and weak sustainability is implicit. This is the discourse underpinning EIA-driven and objectives-led integrated assessment () and as argued by ) is often the underpinning discourse of government-led sustainability policies and processes as well as much sustainability assessment practice.  Chapter 6 by Adelle and Weiland, explains how this discourse underpins current practices of policy assessment internationally. The local focus ensures that this discourse would fall into the reform category of ) at best: it cannot be truly transformational. As Gibson et al. () note, ‘For practical decision making in a world facing sustainability problems at multiple intersecting scales, reliance on locally situated discourse alone is not workable’. 

As discussed in the previous section, the second discourse, the idea of limitations on human activities, emphasizes the limits or boundaries that apply at the global scale. Although it can be argued that if humanity is to operate within these limits then limits should apply at all scales (for example a region that might be the focus of a sustainability assessment) this is clearly not how things work in practice. Firstly, some countries use far more than their share of global resources, as demonstrated by comparative ecological footprint analyses, and secondly trade and globalization mean that a region can exceed its carrying capacity but not collapse ().  The relationship between global limits and local sustainability represents a challenge for the practice of sustainability assessment, as explored in detail using systems analysis by Grace and Pope in Chapter 13. 

The third discourse of transition to a more sustainable future takes as its starting point that the current global conditions and trajectories are undesirable or will not lead to a desirable future, and hence the goal is not to sustain per se but rather to change. It is the discourse to which Robert Gibson from Canada, arguably the leading thinker in sustainability assessment, subscribes when he argues, ‘If the extraordinary popularity of the sustainability language reveals only one thing, it is widespread recognition that what prevails today is not sustainable and that changes of some sort are needed’ (). It is also reflected to some extent in the Canadian practice in which the ‘contribution to sustainability’ test is applied (; ), and deliberative approaches that bring about learning and transformation as discussed in the previous section. Transition is explicitly discussed in Chapter 8 by Gaudreau and Gibson, which combines transition theory with sustainability theory to explore the potential contribution of sustainability assessment to a transition to a more sustainable energy system. 

We suggest that there is room within the framework for a fourth sustainability discourse, in which the goal of sustainability is reflected by the twin concepts of resilience and justice, a case originally put forward by ). Resilience is defined as the ability of the system to maintain functionality, or maintain the elements needed to renew and reorganise in response to a large perturbation (). Whilst originally developed for ecological systems, the concept of resilience is now applied to socio-ecological systems, and so overlaps with the domain of sustainability assessment. The relationship between sustainability and resilience has received considerable attention in the recent literature  ADDIN EN.CITE (see for example ; ; ) as has the potential contribution of resilience thinking to sustainability-oriented impact assessment (; ). The point has been made many times that resilience is not necessarily a desirable characteristic in itself, as many unsustainable and undesirable traits such as poverty, crime and corruption are highly resilient, but resilience combined with justice makes an attractive goal. 

The concept of resilience and its relationship with sustainability receives attention in this book in Chapter 13 by Grace and Pope, which explores the concept of resilience through the use of systems dynamics modelling, and Chapter 9 by Partidário and Pereira which presents an example of resilience assessment applied to an urban area and considers the implications for sustainability assessment. The concept of justice is embodied in Chapter 4 by Lamorgese and Geneletti, which explores sustainability through the lens of equity.

In summary, therefore, we build upon the work of ) to propose four sustainability discourses that we believe can be distinguished in current and emerging sustainability assessment theory and practice:
	The pragmatic integration of development and environmental goals;
	The idea of limitations on human activities; 
	A process of directed change/transition;
	Promoting resilience and justice.


4. Representation of sustainability within the assessment process

Although the line between a discourse and a representation of sustainability is somewhat blurry in practice, we consider discourses to be the normative dimension of sustainability, describing what constitutes sustainability and therefore what the goal of sustainability-oriented decision making should be (whether a pragmatic integration of goal, operating within limits or facilitating change), while the representation of sustainability refers to how sustainability is operationalised for the purpose of decision-making or assessment. While some discourses imply a particular representation of sustainability, as will be discussed, we will also show that the relationship between discourse and representation is not strictly one-to-one, i.e. different representations or models can be used within the same discourse, and the same representation can be used within difference discourses.

As already discussed, the integrative discourse of sustainability, whereby development and environmental goals are considered alongside each other with the goal of optimising both but at least finding a pragmatic balance between them, underpins much current sustainability assessment practice. Within this body of practice, sustainability is typically represented by the three-pillar or three-legged stool model of sustainability, where environmental, social and economic concerns are identified separately. This representation is also referred to as the ‘triple bottom line (TBL)’, a term that has emerged from the business world. Of vague conceptual origins (), but often attributed to John Elkington (), the TBL has become an almost ubiquitous representation of sustainability that appears in everything from corporate sustainability reporting to land use planning. 

Often represented by three interlocking circles, with the suggestion that ‘sustainability’ is represented by the intersection of the three, in practice, this model is often represented by lists of environmental, social and economic indicators. The point has also been made that even if the starting point is a principle-based concept of sustainability as advocated by ), in practice these principles tend to quickly be converted to TBL indicators (). In line with the characteristics of the integrative discourse as previously discussed, the focus of these indicators is typically local rather than global, with the social dimension reflected not in concerns about poverty, equity and social justice at a global scale but in mainly local planning concerns (). The effect of this on the UK planning system has been the gradual expansion of the concept of sustainability to include all kinds of issues already taken into account in planning processes, such as ‘amenity, townscape and culture’. Sustainability has become something of a ‘catch all’ (), a trend that is viewed with despair from some quarters (): 
Streets should have sidewalks, and buildings should have wheelchair ramps, but are such design features aspects of sustainability? More environmentally friendly goods and services are desirable, but does that make them or their use sustainable?

The TBL representation of sustainability can also be the basis for sustainability assessment reflecting the transitional discourse. Within objectives-led integrated assessment () the goal is to make a positive contribution to sustainability, as it is in some Canadian practice (). The Oxfam doughnut of planetary boundaries discussed in the previous section is also in effect a series of environment plus socio-economic indicators at a global scale, and hence it can be argued that the TBL can also be applied within an operating within limits discourse. 

In some cases TBL indicators may be considered separately, as in the practice of sustainability appraisal in England, where little or no consideration is given to interactions between competing objectives or indicators, a point made in Chapter 12 by Hayes and Fischer which looks at objective-setting within the English sustainability appraisal process. It is common, however, for attempts to be made to integrate these indicators in some way, since integration is viewed as a fundamental tenet of sustainability assessment  ADDIN EN.CITE (; ; ; ) as well as of the integrative discourse itself. 

Integration can take various forms and be supported by a wide range of tools and techniques. One such tool, particularly useful in strategic-level assessments where alternatives are compared, is multi-criteria decision analysis (MCDA).  MCDA broadly involves assessing each alternative across all of the identified indicators (scoring), then determining the relative importance of each indicator to the decision at hand (weighting) and then mathematically combining the score and weight to give an overall performance score for each alternative, which in the case of sustainability assessment is effectively a relative sustainability score. Although the representation of sustainability as a composite score in this way can be seen as reductionist, much of the value of MCDA lies in the way it makes trade-offs between competing objectives explicit, and the opportunity it offers to involve stakeholders in the process, particularly in the weighting step. MCDA is the subject of Chapter 11 by Geneletti and Ferretti.

The sustainability score that is generated for each alternative in MCDA is effectively a composite sustainability indicator. Composite indicators of sustainability are also common in the type of sustainability that is concerned with assessing the sustainability of, for example, a building, a region or a country.  An alternative approach to developing composite indicators could involve conversion to a common unit, for example monetary units in environmental economics processes () or hectares in the ecological footprint methodology (). The use of composite sustainability indicators is reviewed by ).

Integration can also be achieved through processes of deliberation between different parties, through which the implications and relative importance of different options (for example alternatives in a strategic plan) can be debated. Such deliberation could involve stakeholders, broader representatives of an affected community, and/or professionals from different disciplines. In all cases the objective is to bring different perspectives and viewpoints to the table and to facilitate a process through which assumptions can be excavated and challenged and learning can take place to deliver not just negotiated outcomes but better solutions to wicked problems. Deliberation as a form of public participation is discussed in Chapter 15 by Sinclair, Diduck and Vespa  and is the subject of Chapter 16 by Hartz-Karp, Petrova and Pope, while Chapter 14 by Audouin and colleagues explores transdisciplinarity, or deliberation between disciplines as a key tenet of sustainability science  ADDIN EN.CITE (; ; ; ).

Analytical and deliberative approaches to integration do not have to be mutually exclusive, and there are also many examples of deliberative-analytical techniques that reflect a combination of the two (). For example ) describe a process in which valuation tools were applied through a deliberative process and ) discuss the potential contribution of participatory systems modelling to integrated sustainability assessment. ) go as far as to argue that in light of the competing discourses of sustainability likely to be held by different parties involved in an assessment, coupled with the need for robust analysis of potential impacts, that both deliberative and analytical techniques are essential for effective sustainability assessment.

Other approaches to integration focus on analysing the interactions between indicators. Ecosystem services assessment (the subject of Chapter 10 by Geneletti and Bond), for example, focuses on the contribution of ecosystem elements to social outcomes. Yet another approach is to represent the receiving environment as a socio-ecological system, highlighting the inter-dependence of social, socio-economic and biophysical dimensions of the environment (). Systems are often represented by ‘causal loop diagrams’ that show these interlinkages and identify the feedback loops that influence the behaviour of the system, as discussed in Chapter 13 by Grace and Pope and in Chapter 14 by Audouin and colleagues.

A key characteristic of socio-ecological systems is that they are dynamic, and evolve over time and in response to forces that might include unexpected shocks, interventions to achieve a vision, policy changes or indeed a major project that might be the subject of a sustainability assessment (). Thus, in many cases the static representation of the system using causal loop diagrams for example may be insufficient to support sustainability assessment, and dynamic system modelling tools may be required. The potential contribution to sustainability assessment of system dynamics modelling is the subject of Chapter 13 by Grace and Pope, which demonstrates how system resilience (fourth discourse: promoting resilience and justice) and system limits (second discourse: operating within limits) can be analysed using this modelling tool. Systems representations of sustainability can in fact be applied to support sustainability assessment in any of the discourses, where the respective discourse will dictate what the purpose of the assessment is. Depending upon how the systems model is constructed, it may simply seek to optimise environmental, social and economic conditions within a particular system (first discourse: pragmatic integration), with or without considering how this system relates to the global system and planetary boundaries (second discourse: operating within limits). Similarly, the system may be modelled with the goal of transitioning to a more sustainable state (third discourse: transition). 

Apart from systems models demonstrating limits to growth, the second discourse of operating within limits also invokes other representations of sustainability, for example the planetary boundaries and related Oxfam doughnut models discussed in the previous section. While the limits to growth and planetary boundaries are useful representations at the global level, other approaches that embody the idea of limits have been developed for application within a much narrower context. One example of this is The Natural Step framework with its four system conditions for sustainability, which state that ():
In a sustainable society, nature is not subject to systematically increasing:
1)	concentrations of substances extracted from the earth's crust;
2)	concentrations of substances produced by society;
3)	degradation by physical means;
4)	and, in that society, people are not subject to conditions that undermine their capacity to meet their needs. 
The Natural Step framework has been successfully applied to a range of decision-making contexts to promote sustainability, although it has also been widely criticized, particularly for the weakness of the fourth system condition addressing the social dimension of sustainability.

Therefore we can discern at least the following representations of sustainability within sustainability assessment practice:
	Triple bottom line indicators;
	Composite indicators;
	Systems representations;





In Section 2, we highlighted certain aspects of the decision-making context that we believe are useful in categorising sustainability assessment: the level of decision-making to which sustainability assessment is applied, i.e. whether policy, plan, programme, project or other (); the decision question that is being asked (; ); and the party responsible for the assessment (for example government in external, regulatory sustainability assessment, or proponents in internal forms of sustainability assessment) (). We now discuss each of these in turn.

The first and most obvious aspect of  the decision-making context to be defined is the level of decision-making to which it is applied, typically either policy, plan, programme, or project in an impact assessment process, but also potentially existing practices, for example buildings, institutions, or sectors according to the broad definition of sustainability assessment that we have posed. In this book, Chapter 6 by Adelle and Weiland specifically explores sustainability assessment at the policy level, while Chapter 12 by Hayes and Fischer and Chapter 5 by Gunn and Noble look at sustainability assessment in the context of spatial planning. The potential contribution of sustainability assessment to sectoral planning, in this case the Brazilian sugar cane ethanol planning, is considered by Duarte and colleagues in Chapter 7 while Gaudreau and Gibson (Chapter 8) apply sustainability assessment in a more abstract way to energy planning.

While we have argued that the sustainability discourses that underpin an assessment process implicitly define the normative goals of  the process, the aim or goal of a sustainability assessment can also be considered from the perspective of the immediate decision-making context, where it has been suggested that sustainability assessment can be categorised according to the decision question that is being asked (). A typical decision question could be ‘is this proposal sustainable enough?’ (a threshold question often associated with project level assessment) or ‘which is the most sustainable alternative?’ (a choice question often associated with more strategic forms of assessment). Decision questions have proved useful in understanding the purpose of a sustainability assessment, and often help to frame the process through which the question is to be answered (). Some decision questions may directly reflect a particular sustainability discourse, for example the question ‘does this proposal make a positive contribution to sustainability?’ can be argued to be a reflection of our discourse of sustainability as a transition, consistent with Runhaar’s point that ‘discourses affect the ways in which problems are defined and solutions are sought’ (). 

A further way to categorise sustainability assessment is according to who undertakes the assessment, whether a regulator in an external assessment, an external third party (), or a developer in an internal assessment designed to inform planning (), an application that is becoming common in some jurisdictions (). There is a relationship between the responsible party and the decision question, since regulators are generally interested in threshold questions of acceptability, while proponents undertaking internal sustainability assessment are often interested in selecting between alternatives prior to a final proposal being submitted to regulators.

Also related to the decision context is the psychology of decision-making and how it influences sustainability assessment practice. This is the focus of Chapter 17 by Retief and colleagues where the decision difficulties associated with choice, prediction and communication of information are all analysed.  The extent to which these three issues affect decision outcomes is dependent on the decision context as this controls the extent to which choices are made by individuals or committees, the level of detail in prediction and techniques used, and the format and target of communication and engagement strategies.







6. Conclusion: Proposing a new conceptual framework for sustainability assessment

In Section 2 we critically reviewed and built upon existing conceptual frameworks to categorise sustainability assessment practice to propose a new framework based upon the three dimensions of sustainability discourse, representation of sustainability, and decision-making context. In Sections 3, 4 and 5, we considered each of these in turn, with the aim of discerning categories within each of these dimensions. 

Underpinning sustainability discourses:
	The pragmatic integration of development and environmental goals;
	The idea of limitations on human activities; 
	A process of directed change/transition; and 
	Enhancing resilience and justice.

Representations of sustainability within the assessment process:
	Triple bottom line indicators;
	Composite indicators;
	Systems representations;
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